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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
In this paper, numbers will be real numbers and functions will be realvalued functions. If [a,b] is an interval and G is a subset of [a,b] contain ing a and b then a subdivision P of [a,b] will be called a G-subdivision of [a,b] if and only if P is a subset of G; if Q is a subdivision of [a,bj then a refinement R of Q will be called a G-refinement of Q if and only if R -Q is a subset of G. For f a function on [a,bj and G a subset of [a,b] con taining a and b, if a < y < b and y is a limit point of G from the right then we shall let fg(y^) denote the limit lim f (x) , x-Ky*, X in G and if a < y < b and y is a limit point of G from the left then we shall let foCy"*) denote the limit lim f( x). X in G For functions f and g on [a,b] and D a subdivision of [a,b] we shall let Sjj(f,g) be the approximating sum corresponding to D for the Stieltjes mean Sigma integral of f with respect to g; for G a subset of [a ,b] containing a and b we shall denote the refinement limit over all such approximating sums corresponding to G-subdivisions by lim SjjCf.g), DCG.ZT
The four basic definitions we shall use in this paper.are from (4), the original paper in which R. E. Lane defined his integral thus introducing a generalization of the Stieltjes mean sigma integral. Definition 1.1, The statement that x is an exceptional point for functiens f and g on the interval [a,t3 means that there exists a subintenral [c, dj of [a,b] such that x is in [c, d] and such that if [p,q] is a subinterval of [c, d] Dp is a refinement of Cp then > ISç (f,g) -% (f.g)l <5. (p in domain I) P P Clearly Definition 1.2 implies our altered definition of singular graph. We remark here that we could replace the Original definition by our new defi nition and still obtain all the results in Lane's paper (4), in Bzoch's paper (1), and in this dissertation. Definition 1.3. Suppose that f and g are functions on an interval [a,b] and that G is a subset of [a,b] . The statement that G is a smmability set for f and g in [a,b] means that the following statements hold:
i) a. and b are in G, and no point in G is an exceptional point for f and g in [a,b] ;
ii) if G ^ [a,b] and H = (a,b) -G, then (g,f,H) is a singular graph; and iii) we have that the refinement limit lira Sg(f,g) D c G,3
exists and is a real number L. Definition 1.4. Suppose that f and g are functions on an interval [a,b] . We say that f is Lane integrable with respect to g in [a,b] if and only if there is a summability set for f and g in [a,b] . If G is a suramability set for f and g in [a,b] , then the Lane integral of f with respect to g in [a,b] is written as f dg -'a and is defined to be the number L of Definition 1.3* That the value of the Lane integral does not depend upon the particular summability set used is.established in the paper (4).
We now list for reference two results from (1). Lemma 1.1. If G is a summability set for functions f and g in the interval [a,b] > if X = {x^.xg,is a subset of (a,b) -G, and if . G = G + X, then G is a summability set for f and g in [a,b] . Theorem 1.1. If f is a bounded function on the interval [a,b] and g is a function of bounded variation on [a,b] , then for the Lane integral rb L I f dg to exist it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a J a bounded function u on [a,b] and a subset G of [a,b] such that: i) the Stieltjes mean sigma integral FniJ" u dg exists;
ii) a and b are in G and u(x) = f (x) if x is in G;
iii) if H = (a,b) -G and H is not empty, then (g,f,H) is a singular graph; and iv) no point of G at which g is discontinuous is an exceptional point for f and g in [a,b] .
We also list a special case of Theorem 3*7 of (3), Theorem 1.2. Let g be a function of bounded variation on the interval [a,b] . Let s be a saltus function on [a,b] and let ^/be a continuous func tion of bounded variation on [a,b] such that g(x) = s(x) +'^(x) if x is in [a,b] • Let S"*" be the set of all numbers x satisfying a ^ x < b such that g(x^) 4 g(x), and let S" be the set of all numbers x satisfying a < x < b such that g(x-) ^ g(x). Let be the monotone non-decreasing function such that
Let f be a bounded function on [a,b] , and let D be the set of all points in Ea,b] at •which f is discontinuous. Then the Stieltjes mean sigma inter b gral EVa / f dg exists if and only if the following statements hold:
i) fCx"^) exists for each x in S^;
ii) f(x") exists for each x in S-;
iii) =0.
CHAPTER WO: EXISTENCE CONDITIONS FOR THE LANE INTEGRAL
Suppose throughout this chapter that f is a bounded function on the set of real numbers and that g is a monotone non-decreasing function on the set of real numbers. We shall also suppose throughout this chapter that [a,b] is an interval and that G is a subset of [a,b] Let lÎQCf"^) denote the set of all numbers y such that a < y < b and fgCy*") does not exist, and let M^Cf") denote the set of all numbers y such that a < y < b and f^Cy") does not exist. We then let %(f) = %(f+) + %(f-). Also, let s and '^he a monotone non-decreasing saltus function on the set of real numbers and a continuous monotone non-decreasing function on the set of real numbers, respectively, such that g(x) = s(x) +'^(x) if x is a real number.
We now list the following three statements.
Statement A. If a < y < b and gCy"*") ^ g(y), then f^Cy"*") exists.
Statement B. If a < y < b and g(y-) ^ g(y), then fg(y-) exists.
Within the context set at the beginning of this chapter we state our Theorem 2.1. For G to be a summabUity set for f and g in [a,b] it is necessary and sufficient that Statements A, B, and C hold.
Proof, (a) We show the sufficiency by demonstrating that if Statements A, B, C hold then
both exist, so that we can then conclude that lim S«(f,g) exists. DC G, 3 % proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3»3 of (3), we can show that the conjunction of Statements A and B implies that the limit lira Sjj(f,s) DC G, = exists, where "G is the union of G and the set of points of (a,b) at which g is discontinuous. 
Thus we conclude that the conjunction of Statements A and B implies that
exists.
In this part of our sufficiency proof, we show that Statement C implies that lira S_(f,i# DcG, 3 -exists. Let 2^(f) denote the set of all numbers y satisfying a < 7 < b for which both f^(y^) and f^Cy") exist and such that at least one of these two limits is different from f(y). It is easily seen that /<^(G • %(f)) = 0 if we make use of an argument like the one which is presented on page 19b.
Let Dg(f) denote the set of all points y in G such that the restriction of f to G is discontinuous at y. We have that jJ?^CD^(f)) =0. If A is a non-empty subset of G, let
For each positive number let D^C^) be the set of all points y in G such that<^Q(y) >^. We have for each positive number^ that^'^(Dg(9^)) = 0.
Suppose that 92 > 0. Let Rq(^) be the set of all numbers y satisfying a < y < b such that i) (^gCy) ;
ii) y is not in G; and iii) y is not in M^Cf).
We observe that if y is in that 
5(y).
By the Heine-Borel Theorem there are finitely mai%r distinct numbers y , m Vz» ' '* in (c,d] 
there is a G-subdivision
a G-refinement of D, and if for i = 0, 1, . . ., n we let j(i) denote the non-negative integer j not exceeding n' such that t' = t •» then we have that n
Now suppose that s > 0, Let K be a positive number such that |f(x)| ^ K if X W in [a,b] . Let« = e . Let I = f (a"bJ1, ^ = 1, 2, 3, be a sequence or a finite sequence of segments which is a cover of TgC)^) and which has the property that T ^ .
(i) . 4K
Since is continuous, we may also have for each i in the domain of I that both of a. and b. on [a,b] As discussed in the preceding paragraph, for each positive integer k not exceeding n such that k is not in L there is a G-subdivision
S'a (a = < y, < ... < = 13
be the G-subdivision of [a,b] equal to zW By Lemma 1.1, G is a summability set for f,g in [a,b] . Suppose that P is a G-partition of [a,b] and that P is a G-refinement of P containing y and at least one point of (y,w). Let z be the smallest number in P*(y,w). Let s and t be in G*(y,z) such that |f(s)-f(t)| > k. Let P* = P + îs} and P" = P + f-t). P' and P" are G-refinements of P, and we have that -
T
Thus G is not a suraraability set for f,g in [a,b]« Hence we infer that Statement A holds. (We note that we could have also obtained this result without using Lemma 1,1 by using the hypothesis that (g,f,H) is a singular graph and suitably modifying the proof of Theorem 2.3 of (3).) Similarly, it can be seen that Statement B holds.
We argue indirectly to show that Statement G holds. We note initially that since by hypothesis lim S^(f,g) exists and since it follows from D cG,3 ^ the result that Statements A and B hold that lim Sjj(f,s) exists, we D cG, 3 can conclude that lim S^(f,^) exists. Suppose that)) 9* 0.
Then at least one ofandjUi^CM^Cf~) ) is positive. Suppose for the sake of argument thaty^*^(MQ(f''')) is positive. For each positive number 5 , let ]^Ig(f,5'*') be the set of all nmbers x satisfying a< x< b such that
Thus it follows that there is a positive integer j such thatjui'^CMgCf, f*") )
is a^poèitive number which we shall henceforth denote by Let ^ P={a = x^<x^< ^ ^ ^ be a G-subdivision of [a,b] . Let ... < be the set of all positive integers i not exceeding n such that the segment con tains a point of M^(f, 1+). For q = 1, 2, m, let denote the least upper bound of
n, let x£ and x^' be numbers satisfying < xM for which |^x.")-'^xi)] < . For q = 1, 2, ..., m, let x' and ^ T . ^ x' ' be numbers for which x' < u < x" such that <1Then,
Therefore, we have that
ui for which u^ = x^^, or else Uq < x^ and Uq is not in MgCf, #), let Vq be a number satisfying < Vq < Uq such that
(1) Iy(u )-'î^'(x)j < JL'4'"' ^ X < u , j and also such that if x' and x' are numbers in the segment (Vq,Uq), then 
>1.
Then, it follows that
VJe observe that our proof of Theorem 2.2 does not parallel the proof given by Murray for the Stielt jes mean sigma integral analogue of our Theorem 2.2. We also remark that using the hypothesis that (g, At the first stage of our discussion in this chapter let us suppose that f is a bounded function on [a,b] , g is a monotone non-decreasing function on [a,b] and that G is a summability set for f and g in [a,b] such that G is everywhere dense on [a,b] . Consider the following threepart condition for a function u on [a,b] .
Condition 3.1. u is a bounded function on [a,b] such that:
ii) if a <y <b and f^Cy^) exists, then uCy*") exists; and iii) if a < y ^ b and fgCy") exists, then u(y"") exists.
We note that it is fairly simple to determine such a function u, and that for such a function u the Stieltjes mean sigma integral rb We observe that E = r E,.
Ft ^ If j is a positive integer, we have that each point in Ej is an isolated point of this set, so that it follows that Ej is countable, and hence we conclude that
=0.
Therefore, we have that /x*'^E) = 0.
Hence, it follows that at least one of the two numbers and /<?y(M(u-)) is positive. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that
is positive. However, M(u'^) is a subset of the set M^Cf"^) defined at the beginning of Chapter 2, and as we see from Theorem 2.1 we have that
We gather, then, that = 0.
From our Theorem 3.1, which we state next, we can see that the con ditions stated in the second paragraph of this chapter are sufficient for the equality of
with a Stieltjes mean sigma integral.
Theorem 3.1. There is a function u satisfying Condition 3.1 and for which rb rb Fm; u dg is equal to L f dg.
•^a ^a.
Proof. We let H = (a,b) -G and we observe that if x is a point of H such that g(x") 4 g(x) and gCx"*") ^ g(x) then the two limits g(x") and g(x^)
are not equal. If y is in G, let u(y) = f(y). If y is a point of H for which g(y") ^ g(y) and g(y^) 4 g(y), let
siyV-e(y')
If y is a point of H for which g(y~) ^ g(y) and gCy"*") = g(y), let u(y) = lim sup f(x).
x-^y"*", X in G
If y is a point of H for which gCy"*") ^ g(y) and g(y") = g(y), let u(y) = lim _ sup f (x). X in G Finally, if y is a point of H such that g is continuous at y, let u(y) = lira sup f(x), x-*y , X in G Now we show that part ii of Condition 3.I holds. That part iii of Con dition 3*1 holds can be shown in a similar way. Suppose that a < y< b and that exists. Let Suppose that e > 0. Let 2 be a number satisfying y< z< b with the property that if x is in G*(y,z) than j u(x)-X| < e. If X is in H*(y,25) such that g(x') = g(x) or gCx"*") = g(x), 2 there is a point t in G*(y,z) such that |u(t)-.u(x))< and thus we have 2 that |u(x)-A.j< s. If X.is in H*(y,z) such that g(x") 4 g(x) and gCx*"^ 4 g(x), then we have that ; fQ(x+)_X| < Ç and 1 fg(x")-%( < e . and hence it follows that ju(x)->-)< c. Therefore, we have for each number X satisfying y < x< 2 that | u(x)-^| < e. We conclude that the limit uCy"*") exists. rh
We thus have that the Stielt jes mean sigma integral Fm u dg exists.
•^a rb We now show that this integral is equal to the Lane integral L f dg.
^ -'a
Suppose that s > 0. Let P = {a = x^ < x^ < ... < x^^ = b} be a subdivision of [a,b] such that n is a positive integer, and such that if P is a refinement of P thenrb |Sp(u,g) -Fta u dgl < s. Ja ?
Let 2 be a G-subdivision of [a,l^ such that if P is a G-refinement of P then If 1 is a positive integer not exceeding n such that Xj^ is in H, and such that g is continuous at x^, let c^ and d^ be numbers in G such that I) < Xj^ < d^; II) contains no points of and III). g(d^)-g(c^) < e . 6nk -If i is a positive integer not exceeding n such that x^ is in H, such that g(3^) f g(x^), and such that g(z^) 4 g(x^), let Cj|_ and dj_ be numbers in G such that i) Cj_ < x^ < dj_; We conclude from the preceding paragraph that the Lane integral fb L f dg is equal to the Stieltjes mean sigma integral Fm u dg. J a Ja
Using an approach similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.1
we can obtain the proof of 
X-2
Then we have that We conclude, then, that (g*,f*,H) is a singular graph.
Proof, part 2. Suppose that c > 0. Let P =( a = y^< < ... < y-< 3%.^ = b} be a subdivision of [a,b] such that n is a positive integer, and such that if P is a refinement of P then r b )S (f,g)_3h fdgl<5 ^ Ja 2
If i is a positive integer not exceeding n, let 7! be equal to y. if y, X XX is in G, and if y^. is in H let y^ be in G*(yj^_^,yj^) such that if x is in [yî»yj_) then |g(y^)-g(x} | < f: . If i is a positive integer not exceeding -_ n, let yMbe equal to y^ if y^ is in G, if i = n and y^ is in H let y M be in G'(y^,b) such that if x is in (y^^.y^'] then |g(yj^)-g(x) j < p , and if i is less than n and y^^ is in H let yP be in G*(y^,yJ_^p such^^at if X is in (y^.y^'J then |g(yj_)-g(x)'| < e . Let im V = {a,b} + {yj, y^, ..., y^} + {y««, y^" yi»}.
Suppose that P =( a = x^< x^< ...< = b} is a G-refinement of V, Let P* = P + P. If i is a positive integer not exceeding n, let be the.largest positive integer j not exceeding n-1 such that Xj^g and let be the smallest positive integer j not exceeding n-1 such that Then n (Sp*(f,g)-Sp(f,g) 
Thus, it follows that rb rb I Sp(f*,g*)_W f dg j < ISpCf.g)-Sp^(f.g)| + |Sp*(f,g)_mj f dg I cL ^ a < e + e = e. 2 2 b rb Hence, we have that lira Sp(f*,g*) exists and equals Fial f dg.
• PC G, 3^ Ja We now see that if the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold, and if further no point of the set G at which g is discontinuous is an exceptional point rb rb for f* and g* in [a,b] , then L f* dg* exists and is equal to FmI f dg.
-'a Ja
CHAPTEl FOUR: FURTHER PROPERTIES AND EXAMPLES OF THE LANE INTEGRAL'
Initially in this chapter we consider a query motivated in part by Lemma 1,1, From this lemma we see that each summability set for functions f and g on an interval [a,b] may have a finite number of points from its complement in (a,b) added to the set and that this augmented set will also be a summability set for f and g in [a,b] . On the other hand, a given summability set for functions f and g in [a,b] We now establish five inferences relative to Example 4.1.
Inference 4.1. The function g is of bounded variation on [0,t] .
Proof. Let
be a subdivision of [0, 1] .. Let k* be a positive integer such that 1 < X4. Let X* = 1 . and let P* = P + { x*}. Let 2k*n Zk'^rr p* = I 0 = x^ < x| < ... < x^^^ = 1}. Inference 4.5« There is no suimnability set for f and g in [O, l] which is everywhere dense on [o,l] .
Proof. Suppose there is a sutnmability set îi for f and g in [0,.i) which is everywhere dense on [o, l]. We have from Theorem 2.1 that fg(0'*') exists. Now, suppose 0 < 6 < 1. There is a positive integer k such that r 1. 1 1
is a subset of (0,6), and there are points s and t in G* _1_*, J . ,.l such V2kn C2k-l)nJ that
we note that
Hence, we have a contradiction. rb It is clear from Example 4.1 that the Lane integral L f dg may exist while no summability set for f and g in [a,b] is everywhere dense on [a,b] , even in the case in which we restrict f to be bounded on [a,b] and g to be of bounded variation on [a,b] . We thus have the answer to the question preceding Example 4.1. Now, let us consider the setting in which f is a bounded function on rb the interval [a,b] and g is a function on [a,b] for which L f dg exists. rb "^a The integral Fra f dg may not exist in case g is continuous. We now ask Ja whether this Stieltjes mean sigma integral exists in case g is a simple step function, or in case g is a saltus function.
The answer to the first part of the above question-is provided by Theorem 4.1. If f is a bounded function on [a,bj and g is a simple ; rb step function on [a,b] for which Ll f dg exists, then it is also true rb -'a that Era/ f dg exists.
-/a rb
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Fm f dg does not exist. Let P = {a = Xq < < ... < x^ = b} be a subdivision of [a,b] containing all the points of this interval at which g is discontinuous. Now, either there is Proof. Let{xj3j® 'be a sequence of distinct points of (a,b) such that the range of this sequence is everywhere dense on (a»b). Let f be a strictly decreasing sequence of points of (a,b) converging to x^ and such that both lim f(x4 _) and lim g(x< _) exist. Let {xo p^oo P-.CO be a strictly decreasing sequence of points of (a,b) converging to X2t such that both lira f(x2 p) and lira gCxg _) exist, and such that no point p-fOO * p-*-oo of the range of [x2^p)^ is in the range of {x^^p}p_^. Let'Cx^^pl^^ be a strictly decreasing sequence of points of (a,b) converging to Xy, such For the sake of argument, suppose that x > x. Let P = {c<x'<2i<X<x" <d} and Q = {c < x' < x" < d}. Proof. Let [c,d] be a subinterval of [a,b] . By hypothesis the seg ment (c,d) contains a point x* such that gCx*"*") or g(x*") exists.. For the sake of argument, suppose that gCx*"*") exists. Then, there is a number 7^ satisfying 0 < < d-x* and having the property that if x* < x', x" < x* +"J^, then |g(x")-g(x') I < By hypothesis, the segment (x*,x*+i7) contains a _ 8K ^ point X such that f(x^) or f(x-) exists. For the sake of argument, suppose that f(^) exists. Then, there is a number 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < (x*+^) . X and having the property that if x < x', x" < x+g ^ We may suppose that x< x. Let P = {c< x' < X< x" < d} and let <? = { c <x' < x" <d}.
Proceding as in the proof of Theorem 4-.2, we obtain the result that |Sp(f*,g*) -So(f*,g*)| > M. rb We conclude", then, that the Lane integral L f*dg* does, not exist. Ja We note that from Theorem 4.3 we have that Example 1.1 of (4- We have from Theorem 3.I that there is a bounded function u on [a,b] such that u(x) = f(x) if x is in G and such that the Stielt jes mean sigma LI f dg ^G Let S denote the set consisting of all numbers x satisfying a < x < b such that gCx*") ^ g(x), and let S" denote the set consisting of all numbers x satisfying a < x< b such that g(x") 4 g(x). We have that fCx"^) = uCx"*")
for each x in S"*", and f(X") = u(x") for each x in S", Then, we have that
